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A SILENT PRAYER Time stands still for both Shoya and Shoko. Triggered by past traumas, Shoya

coldly attacked his friends and burnt the bridges he first set out to rebuild. Shoko feels a deep

responsibility for this disaster and attempts to pay for it by taking her own life. Meanwhile, each of

their friends finally show their true colors. After everything has fallen apart, how will they mend their

hearts and put the pieces back together?
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Shoko's life flashes before Shoya as seconds seem like hours as he uses every last ounce of

strength to save her life. If Shoya loses his grip on Shoko, It's over, He will never be able to say he's

sorry for the way he treated her back then and he will never know what Shoko was trying to tell him

back in volume 3 in the ending.Naoka goes too far when she abuses Shoko to the point she can't

even move because now Shoya sleeps in a deep coma. Miyoko tries to shield Shoko and Naoka

just pushes her into the fence. Shoko's mom steps in and fights back for her daughter while Yuzuru

does nothing at all. The fighting between Naoka and Shoko's mom gets really bad and Naoka will

just not stop attacking. You will find out the real reason Naoka hates Shoko when you read.I love

the artwork on the front cover. It's like Shoko's drowning in Shoya's coma and a great unseen

weight prevents her from swimming as she tries to get to the surface to breathe. Shoko looks in all

directions for Shoya at the bridge where she feeds the fish and he never shows up. When Shoko's

unable to feed the fish or see them, They become lonely and are not able to eat, Just like Shoko,

When Shoya's not around to meet Shoko at the bridge to talk and feed the fish with her, Shoko's



unable to sleep and be happy he's there with her when things have now become a cold blue

silence.All the characters expressions were done really well in this volume, Especially Shoko's

sadness and tears when she hopes Shoya will show up to see her during the late night when she

looks in all directions for him. Yuzuru's sadness was felt when she took all those pictures so Shoko

wouldn't kill herself back then. I like how Shoko doesn't give up on Naoka when she goes after her

in the rain.

I've done my best to keep this a spoiler-free, short review -- the equivalent of the blurb on a book's

back cover.A Silent Voice is the translation of the Japanese manga series è•²ã•®å½¢ (romaji: Koe

no Katachi). The subject matter involves a deaf student, and some idiosyncrasies used to convey

deaf communication translated extremely well to English written text. At some points it is as if you

can hear what deaf people experience. You don't need to like manga to appreciate A Silent Voice,

but you do need to read the books in order. You can expect romantic tension and strong emotional

connections with the characters. The story concerns a protagonist who made some poor decisions

as a child (what child doesn't make poor decisions?) that had repercussions, even if he doesn't fully

realize their weight.If you decide to give it a shot, you'll be glad you checked it out, and sad when it's

over. If you love manga, or if you've never read manga; if you love emotional moments in movies, or

if you want to begin to understand the emotional side of yourself; if you've been bullied, or if you've
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